
HORSE
Born in 

1930, 1942, 1954, 1966, 1978, 1990, 2002, 2014

Career

Wealth

Relationships

Health

As you gallop into 2024, brace yourselves for a slightly bumpy road ahead. Depending on the industry
you’re in, you might be able to expect opportunities for career advancement and wealth accumulation.
But keep in mind that not all that glitters is gold. This year, additional expenses are expected from your
family commitments. Mutual understanding and communication will be key to maintaining your
relationships at a steady trot. Pay attention to your body and look out for signs that may uncover
hidden health issues. 

Career: 2.5 Star
In 2024, your professional racetrack will reach a tipping point. Those working in the public sector,
education, healthcare, and energy technology will see opportunities to take the reins and lead.
Remember that not every race is a sprint; pace yourself to avoid health problems. It is not a great year
for business owners to retire. Hiring dependable aides can assist you in keeping a tight grip on your
operations while improving your work-life balance.

Wealth: 4 Stars
With the Wealth star shining upon you, opportunities to expand your wealth reserves are on the
horizon. However, keep in mind that unchecked spending can result in an empty barn. Money spent on
family needs, particularly elder care, could account for a sizable portion of your net worth. Ensure that
everyone in your family, including yourself, is covered by a comprehensive health insurance plan.
Invest conservatively and consider setting up a rainy-day fund.

Relationships: 1.5 Stars
This year, Horses need to handle differing opinions with more care and understanding. Mutual
understanding can lead to a more fulfilling relationship. Those in a relationship might occasionally
encounter bumps in the road due to family matters. Nurturing heartfelt conversations and quality time
could work wonders in smoothing things over

Health: 3.5 Stars
Pay attention to the gentle rustling beneath your energetic strides; there may be signs that can offer
valuable insights to your health. Regular health check-ups are more than a routine; they are essential
to keeping your agility. Pay special attention to possible signs of allergies or inflammation. Gentlemen
should be wary of gout and take note of issues with their teeth and respiratory systems. Keep your
spirits high and your stress low to improve your overall health.

Lucky Number                                            Lucky Colours
7227                                                                       Black & White, Red & Black, Blue & Red, Green & Orange

Auspicious Directions                              Auspicious Crystals
East, South, Northeast                                    Pink Opal, Sunstone, Blue Sandstone, Smoky Quartz
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